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Evolutionary Astrology focuses on the soul’s evolution and its core dynamics for
the current life relative to abilities, potential, fears and karmic issues coming
from experience of previous lifetimes. It provides insights into “who you are” and
“why you are the way you are”.
The philosophical basis of Evolutionary Astrology is based on the question: “how
could one person be born crippled and another born as a genius, if there is only
one incarnation and yet simultaniously a fair, balancing life-principle (God/
Goddess) regulating everything?” (Paramahansa Yogananda).
Evolutionary Astrology was inspired by the great Indian master, Swami Sri
Yukteswar, the teacher of Paramahansa Yogananda. Yukteswar states that a soul
incarnates that moment when the planetary constellations of the planet are in
harmony with the karma of that individual soul. Thus, the individual birth
horoscope is the symbolic reflection of the dynamics of the unchangeable past
that will now be played out in the current incarnation. Why? In oder to evolve
beyond old, repeated patterns, over-identifications and attachments which have
become a hindrance of the ongoing evolution of consciousness. This includes
karmic dynamics of a negative nature, but also positive karma relative to talents,
potential and abilities. In other words, the dynamics of previous lifetimes will
determine the current incarnation’s imprint and character in order to overcome
old patterns, attachments and fear to evolve consciousness further for the
realization of its own divine essence.
From this point of view, the natal chart becomes a vital, virtous feflection of the
whole being. A being that acts and reacts relative to the soul’s desires that force
us, sooner or later, to leave our old self-limitations and definitions behind, to
continuously embrace the greater awareness of our endless consciousness.
Metamorphosis and Evolution are the result.
Applying the amazing techniques of systemic Constellation Work to my
“astrological toolbox” facilitates the profoiund release of the energetic burdens
and entaglements, as Evolutionary Astrology allows and enables to look into the
“DNA of one’s soul” and to apply archetypal dynamics and words to release old
unresolved dynamics form the past and/or the family’s history.
Participants in a Constellation Workshop clarify and release their energetic
identifications or entanglements, as Ulrich Bold heralds a place of acceptance,
forgiveness and love of what is and what has been. This is especially effective
when issues of mistrust, fear or grief are the obstacles to movement. Concrete
shifts in your emotionals, energetic and even physical bodies will result in a
renewed perspective. Space at Constellation Workshop-weekend is limited, so
please, sign-up early to avoid disappointment.
To find out more, please visit www.ulrichbold.com and check out “Constellation
Work” and/or the “Event/Calendar” to find out, where and when Ulrich offers his
services.

